NOW CEDAR YOU CAN TRUST FROM A SOURCE YOU CAN TRUST

PROJECT: 1985 St. Paul Parade of Homes Entry
Hudson, WI

SPECIFIER: Custom One Dean Eggen Homes
Hudson, WI

PRODUCT: CedarPro™ Newport Brand 6” Select Knotty Cedar Rabbeted Bevel Siding, 2x6 CedarPro™ Newport Brand Tongue & Groove Porch Floor Decking from Canton’s

WHY CEDARPRO™? Builder: Dean Eggen

“I have had the privilege of learning about the building business from some of the best in the industry. Much of my experience came from working at the right hand of top quality people.

“After ten years of this kind of learning, I knew my own houses had to rank with the best out there, so my floor plans had to be good, my site selection had to be right, and my product had to look distinctive and inviting.

“A visit to Canton’s Display Center convinced me that CedarPro™ Brand Newport Thick Butt Rabbeted Bevel Siding would provide the affordability, the performance, and the appearance that would set me apart from the others.

“Who would have thought, looking at our Parade entry coated with a heavy bodied stain, that underneath it is an extremely competitively priced knotty cedar siding?”

VISIT THE CANTON DISPLAY CENTER
Visit our display center at 9110 83rd Ave. No., Brooklyn Park, MN. Take County Rd. 18 North of I-94 1 mile and exit on 77th Ave. No. Take the West service road (Jefferson Hwy) 6 blocks North to 83rd, then East 2 blocks.

CANTON LUMBER COMPANY
Forest Products Specialists Since 1930
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
9110 - 83rd AVE. NO., MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55445

PHONE 612/425-1400
This ad is designed to keep you on top.

If you're a specifying architect, engineer or contractor, you keep on top of the latest developments so you can make the best choices.

One important new development is the introduction of NSP's Rooftop Rebate Program. It could provide the cost advantage that makes energy-efficient rooftop air conditioners or condensing units attractive alternatives for your clients.

Of course, energy-efficient units can mean significantly lower monthly electric bills. They're also likely to last longer and require less maintenance.

Add to all this the immediate cash return of an NSP rebate, and your clients are likely to be as impressed with your choice initially as they will be in the long run.

Specify rooftop units that qualify for NSP rebates.

Contact your local NSP representative or call for more details. Find out why choosing energy-efficient rooftop units is now more likely than ever to put you where you want to be.

On top.

330-5921

C&I ROOFTOP REBATES

NSP
There is only one KALWALL distributed and installed by W.L. Hall Company

William Haben Activities Center
Benilde - St. Margaret's High School
Carlson Mjorud Architecture Ltd.
Adolfson & Peterson Inc.

W.L. Hall Co.
14800 Martin Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 937-8400
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At the leading edge of office floor evolution

Introducing Access 2000—a new raised floor system that brings flexibility and lifecycle savings to wire management in modern electronic offices.

- Unique reinforced concrete construction
- Unlimited access to underfloor cables, HVAC systems and mechanical services
- High strength and durability
- Solid and stable underfoot
- Quiet, superior walk surface
- Stringerless construction
- Panels precisely sized and squared
- High lateral stability
- Excellent fire resistance

FLOATING FLOORS, INC.
795 Berdan Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43610 Phone: (419) 476-8772

Distributed by:
MILL-TECH SALES, INC.
P.O. Box 48, Hopkins, MN 55343 Phone: (612) 933-8090
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In your industry there are already plenty of problems to choose from without you having to worry about caulks that just don't make it. When it comes to price, what sounds like a winning number at the time can turn out to be a real leaker a little later on. And that's a direct reflection on you.

You don't have to cut your own throat to cut costs. S&S Sales recommends the full line of G.E. Silicone caulks. G.E. Silicones perform better and last longer. They also gun easier and faster than other sealants regardless of the weather and even eliminate the need for primers in most cases. G.E. Silicones save you time and money right now and a lot more money years from now. They may even save your reputation.

So, stop worrying. Talk to the pros at S&S Sales about Silpruf, Gesil-N, Silglaze-N, and SCS 1200 sealants from General Electric and stay cool. Without the help of Mother Nature. There is no equal.

For your free “SINGLE SOURCE BOOK,” call or write:
S&S Sales Corporation, 12030 West Silver Spring Road, Milwaukee, WI 53225
Toll-free 1-800-782-3504, ext. 329
What's the difference between a roof window and a skylight?

The difference is very straightforward. A roof window opens and pivots so both glass surfaces can be cleaned from inside. A skylight does not pivot for cleaning. Of course, there is a difference in quality and value among manufacturers. But, a simple comparison of features, quality and price will show you why VELUX, with 44 years of experience and craftsmanship, is the world leader.

In addition to our four distinctive models, VELUX provides precision-engineered prefabricated flashings to make installation easy and weathertight. We also offer quick delivery and a full range of optional accessories and glazing.

To learn more about the difference and the possibilities, write for our free 24-page full-color brochure, “The Complete Guide to Roof Windows and Skylights.”

VELUX The world leader in roof windows and skylights.

Mail this coupon. We'll send you a free copy of “The Complete Guide to Roof Windows and Skylights” and a price list within 24 hours.

VELUX-AMERICA INC.
P.O. Box 1107
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

FREE 24-page full-color brochure.

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City/State/Zip___________________

FREE 24-page full-color brochure.

The Complete Guide to Roof Windows and Skylights
Award winning architect Richard Hammel dies

Richard F. Hammel, FAIA, one of the founders of Hammel Green and Abrahamson, Architects & Engineers, died November 18, 1986 of cancer at the University of Minnesota Hospital.

Under Hammel's leadership, HGA became one of the Twin Cities' largest firms, with more than 200 architects, engineers, interior designers and planners. Hammel was primarily involved in educational architecture, having designed projects for Independent School District in Apple Valley, Hamline University Law School and Library in St. Paul and the Health Science Complex for the University of Minnesota. Most recently, Hammel designed the Electrical Engineering/Computer Science Building at the university.

In 1981 he received an honor award from the American Institute of Architects for the Colonial Church of Edina. Hammel was born in Owatonna, Minnesota. He received his B. Arch. from the University of Minnesota in 1944 and his M. Arch. from Harvard in 1947.

Please see the Insight page in this issue for a retrospective of Hammel's career.

Of plants and money

The historic Como Park Conservatory, modeled after the great conservatories of Europe when it was built in 1915, is undergoing a $3.1 million renovation that will see structural and aesthetic improvements. The greenhouse in the St. Paul park, with its glass-domed Palm House, contains more than 75,000 plants representing nearly 200 varieties.

An inspection in the early 1970s revealed that the conservatory had deteriorated significantly since its last renovation 50 years ago. Phase one promises the replacement of the mechanical, electrical, plumbing, heating and ventilation systems. In addition, rotted exterior wood will be replaced with weather-resistant materials that will maintain the original architectural character of the Palm House, North House and Sunken Garden. The glass dome, a hodge-podge of the original glass and yellowed fiberglass, will be replaced with a double-strength tempered glass.

The Metropolitan Council has granted $1.4 million toward the restoration. A citizens steering committee of the Como Conservatory Restoration Fund is handling the fund-raising campaign for the balance.

"The Conservatory is a valued resource to this area," said Minneapolis Mayor Don Fraser at the November 17 ceremony that kicked off the fund-raising drive. "It is vital that residents realize the importance of restoring and preserving this Twin Cities landmark."

Contributions can be made to the Como Conservatory Restoration Fund, P.O. Box 70870, St. Paul, MN., or call (612) 642-5125.

1990 is coming again

The "Skyline 1990" architecture series will kick off March 24 with a discussion of Minneapolis' newest landmarks. The bag lunch program will be hosted by R.T. Rybak, director of development and planning for the Minneapolis Downtown Council, and will be held at the Minneapolis Public Library. The March 24 discussion will include representatives of Cesar Pelli Associates discussing the Saks Fifth Avenue building and Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates discussing the Lincoln Centre.

The city's waterfront will be the topic of the March 31 program as representatives of Ellerbe Associates describe the Milwaukee Road Depot project and architects from Arvid EIness highlight the Washburn-Crosby Mill renovation. Miller Hanson Westerbeck Bell Architects will discuss what is happening with the Lindsey Warehouse renovation.

April 7 will focus on innovative design of mundane structures. The Hennepin Avenue Transit System, Third Avenue Parking Ramp and Norwest Center skyway will exemplify the extraordinary rising from the ordinary.

The series will conclude April 14 with a closer look at the two most recent projects proposed for the revitalization of Hennepin Avenue: The Pageant on

Continued on page 59
Straightening the record

While the articles in the September/October issue of AM on the University of Minnesota West Bank campus were quite interesting, I must make a couple of observations about them, one of which is to correct errors in an otherwise fine article entitled “Beyond the Quadrangle.”

That article referred to the two-level Washington Avenue bridge as being constructed in 1962. In fact, the bridge was built in 1965-’66. In that same article, the caption on the aerial view of the West Bank campus has Blegen Hall misspelled Blegen. Finally, with respect to Rarig Center: ground was broken for it in 1971 and it was completed in 1972. So, perhaps a date of 1971-’72 would have been more accurate than simply “1971.”

Alan Lathrop
Curator
Northwest Architectural Archives
University of Minnesota

Kudo from Kohler

We’re proud to be part of Architecture Minnesota; it’s one of the best publications of its type that I’ve ever seen.

D. H. Duebner
Manager
Kohler Co.

Attention to art

Reading through the article on Galter Plaza in the November/December issue of Architecture Minnesota, I kept hoping you would mention my name as the artist responsible for the murals in that building.

I created the murals to complement the architectural intent of the building, painting false pink pillars, adding styled storefronts, giving the graceful lines of the building heart and warmth. Perhaps in a future article you can talk about art interacting within the interior of architecture—through murals, graphics, paintings.

Giles Denmark
Murals/Artworks
If you were buying appliances for your own home, you would want these.

And, those are just some of the many great reasons that help make Kenmore the best selling* appliance brand with America’s homemakers.

Why not call today and see the Best of the Best for yourself. We know your professional appraisal will recognize the sound quality investment of the Prestige Collection from Kenmore.

- The LIMITED EDITION Refrigerator/Freezer with Wine Rack
- The LIMITED EDITION Lady Kenmore Washer and Dryer
- The electronic Lady Kenmore 26 Side-by-Side 25.7 cu.ft. Refrigerator-Freezer...“America’s Smartest Refrigerator”
- Kenmore’s finest Dishwasher and Compactor
- The Kenmore insertables...gas and electric ranges with a cavity for an optional portable 1.4 cu. ft. microwave oven
- Kenmore Self-Cleaning Gas and Electric Ranges
- Black Glass Induction Cooktop

*Based on an independent brand survey

SEARS
Contract Sales

2700 Winter St., N.E. • Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 379-5780- Metro Area
(800) 462-5324- Minnesota
(800) 328-5415- Wis., N.D., S.D., I.A.
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Precision tile setting is a job for professionals. By awarding your contract to a tile contractor who employs union tile setters, you've engaged professionals whose job management experience and skilled craftsmen will protect you from costly job failures. And over the life of your building will save you time and money. They'll provide tile surfaces of lasting beauty that help make your building more durable, fireproof and maintenance free. You want the job done right. So it makes sense to call on the pros—Union Tile Contractors and Craftsmen.

International Masonry Institute
(Tile Contractors Association of America and the International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftsmen)
823 Fifteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005
202/783-3908

CONTACT YOUR GUILDS
CERAMIC TILE CONTRACTOR
FOR A PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION

MINNESOTA CERAMIC TILE INDUSTRY
Begging the question

There is a line of reasoning which argues that music is noise with a purpose. The same line of thought could apply to art.

After all, the subjective plays an important role in modern art and how it has been promoted to the public by museums, critics and the artists themselves. What makes art art? And why is something fabricated by a machine less worthy of our veneration than that created by the human hand? Or is it? Whole artistic movements have been formed around such questions as these.

That is why, when the Bloomington Art Center opened its most recent show entitled “Furniture and Lighting as Art,” I found myself bumping up against the question, are the objects shown art or furniture? The question is not to be taken lightly, and certainly was not by the 25 or so artists in the show.

The polemic is answered by each artist to varying degrees of success. Some have taken the challenge of creating furniture seriously and attempted solving the problem of function in an artistic way. Others have started from the premise of art and only incidentally deal with the nature of furniture. The second show of its kind in this area, the work is an exploration of materials and textures that upsets the status quo. This is an art of the young and restless that knows better than to leave well enough alone. It is an art that forces us to reevaluate our conceptions of furniture and art.

James Ross’ “Armoire Rapide,” for example, addresses today’s hectic society by placing a clothes closet on wheels. The images evoked, however, are ones of antiquity and nostalgia—the mobile closet is a tall, narrow Greek temple in faux marble with a cloth curtain hung on a cord at the top and mythological pastoral scenes from Pompeii painted on the inside back wall. In subtle ways, it mirrors our current longing for the simpler ways of an idyllic past, while simultaneously acknowledging our frenetic life styles.

Seitu Jones’ “Dream Office” pokes fun at the business executive with a desk and chair that no self-respecting executive would dare have in his or her office. An oblong desk is painted bright colors with clouds and an upturned plaster face mask of a man is embedded in the surface of the desk top at one end. The chair likewise is painted with clouds and on either side are draped fabric wall hangings also replicating the cloud motif. Cutting perhaps too close to home, the “Dream Office” reflects the daydreams of many a CEO where the hustle and bustle of the working world precludes such blue-sky thoughts of liberation.

Some designs are visual puns like Stanton G. Sears’ “Pool Table,” a glass-covered table with a miniature landscape of pool-green causeways and swimming pools that form a cross-country swimmer’s fantasyland, or Gene Olson’s “Gentlemen of Similar Inclinations,” an elegantly wrought bronze, stainless steel and glass coffee table.

Others stick closer to furniture tradition and make art of the natural idiosyncrasies of the material used, such as the superbly crafted wood shelves and table by Arthur Gropen. Here the bumps and twists of the wood grain are the inspiration for shelves that are each different in depth and shape. Still others delight in the potential of the subject such as Richard Blue with his “Angle Table” or Ira Keer in his numerous sketches for executive chairs that play off of classical furniture designs and the recent ideas of Post-Modern designers such as Michael Graves and the Memphis group.

Seitu Jones’ “Dream Office” pokes fun at the business executive with a desk and chair that no self-respecting executive would dare have in his or her office. An oblong desk is painted bright colors with clouds and an upturned plaster face mask of a man is embedded in the surface of the desk top at one end. The chair likewise is painted with clouds and on either side are draped fabric wall hangings also replicating the cloud motif. Cutting perhaps too close to home, the “Dream Office” reflects the daydreams of many a CEO where the hustle and bustle of the working world precludes such blue-sky thoughts of liberation.

Some designs are visual puns like Stanton G. Sears’ “Pool Table,” a glass-covered table with a miniature landscape of pool-green causeways and swimming pools that form a cross-country swimmer’s fantasyland, or Gene Olson’s “Gentlemen of Similar Inclinations,” an elegantly wrought bronze, stainless steel and glass coffee table.

Others stick closer to furniture tradition and make art of the natural idiosyncrasies of the material used, such as the superbly crafted wood shelves and table by Arthur Gropen. Here the bumps and twists of the wood grain are the inspiration for shelves that are each different in depth and shape. Still others delight in the potential of the subject such as Richard Blue with his “Angle Table” or Ira Keer in his numerous sketches for executive chairs that play off of classical furniture designs and the recent ideas of Post-Modern designers such as Michael Graves and the Memphis group.

The art of furniture-making has been stretched slightly by this show. Nevertheless, the basic tenet remains: whether it is art or furniture, it must be flawlessly carried out to fulfill its own theoretical premise. Some of the show’s artists manage to do this well. Most do not. The quality of finishes within the various aesthetics is irregular. If the intent is to present a high-tech look

Continued on page 62
CUT HEATING COSTS WITH
Magic-Pak®
HIGH TECH GAS
SELF-CONTAINED
UNITS.

Shrink Installation Costs
Contractors, developers and designers applaud the way the Magic-Pak single package units save time and money starting with the wall opening itself. Each opening is exactly the same size and saves approximately 63 standard bricks (9.7 sq. ft.), plus masonry costs.

The Magic-Pak trim cabinet measures just 28" x 48" x 29". Utility hook-ups are simple, since power, gas and low-voltage connections are mounted on the top of the outside of the cabinet. Magic-Pak completely self-contained units arrive on site completely pre-charged and pre-wired for fast, easy installation, and there's no need for chimneys or flues. Consider this: central systems require early release of heating and cooling equipment to the job site. With Magic-Pak units delivery and installation can take place closer to actual occupancy, even after the carpets have been laid and the walls painted. The result? Real savings on construction financing costs.

Lower Operating Costs
A new cooling chassis with higher energy efficiency ratings combined with electric pilot ignition and power vented give users a high tech, energy saving unit for both heating and cooling modes. Lower fuel costs all year round.

- Astonishingly Self-Contained
- Incredibly Simple
- Easy to Install
- Goes Through Walls Effortlessly
- Easy to Operate
- Easy to Maintain
- Over 300,000 apartments, entrance foyers, process rooms, town homes, condominiums and offices use Magic-Pak units to help cut heating and cooling costs.

Magic-Pak
Designed and manufactured by Magic Chef
Air Conditioning

DISTRIBUTED BY:
Excelsior Heater & Supply
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF WARM AIR HEATING
SUPPLIES-FURNACES AND AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
1750 THOMAS AVE., ST. PAUL, MN 55104 CALL: (612)646-7254
FAST-FORWARDS

If you haven't been here lately, you haven't been here.

Change. News. Excitement! These are the things we're made of these days. With new names, new lines, new showrooms constantly being added to our collection of over 1500 manufacturers.

Knoll and Decorators Walk have just joined the ranks of IMS resources like Hickory, Sarreid and Sunar Hauserman. All under the same roof. Which means this is one of the few Design Centers in the country where you have access to both contract and residential furnishings in one convenient location.

The way things are going, you may soon be spoiled for going anywhere else.

To receive a buyer's pass, call or write for an application. Once approved, your name will be added to our events mailing list. If you simply need an update, call for our most current directory listing of tenants. Then, come be a part of the excitement!
THIS PUBLICATION COULD BE YOUR HOTTEST PUBLIC RELATIONS PROJECT AT HOME OR IN TOKYO...

MINNESOTA USA™
Volume I • 1986-87 • MINNESOTA'S MULTILINGUAL MAGAZINE IN ENGLISH, SPANISH, FRENCH AND JAPANESE

The Northstar State at Work and Play

Minnesota USA’s 1986-87 edition is Minnesota’s multilingual annual publication presenting the best of our state. Now, your company can buy this beautiful publication with the metallic silver cover for only $5.00 per copy. With over 100 striking full color photographs that highlight our industries and tourist areas, you will enjoy page after page revealing Minnesota as a center for business and recreation. This exclusive edition, with a special section in English, Spanish, French and Japanese, is an essential promotional tool for your company and a wonderful gift for your clients and associates. *We can personalize your company’s logo or name on the front cover of this beautiful publication.

To order this exclusive publication at $5.00 per copy plus postage and handling, call:
612-854-4497

MINNESOTA USA™
1301 E. 79th St., Bloomington, MN 55420

*Please inquire for quantity.
"All I want to know is who specified the roof?"

PVC, EPDM, CPE, whatever the alphabet mix, you'll get the call when the leak reaches the boardroom. The bottom line is simple: "the roof shouldn't leak."

That's why Trocal Single-Ply Systems should be your first choice when specifying commercial, industrial, or institutional roofing materials. Trocal is more than an alphabet mix. It's a meticulously designed system that's simple to specify and easy to install. Trocal helps keep your client's costs in line, yet it's impossible to beat for long-life, leak-free performance. Thousands of applications nationwide attest to this durability.

With Trocal Roofing systems, you also get Dynamit Nobel's unmatched reputation for standing behind its product. All Trocal Roofing components are warranted in writing by Dynamit Nobel. So if there is a problem you know you're covered. And we help train and certify our national network of highly experienced contractors.

With Trocal, if you do get a call from the boardroom, it's likely to be for an additional project.

For more information, write to: Dynamit Nobel of America Inc., 10 Link Drive, Rockleigh, NJ 07647. Or call toll-free 800-526-4610. In New Jersey, 201-767-1660.

TROCAL
ROOFING SYSTEMS BY DYNAMIT NOBEL
Represented by Rite Systems, Inc.
(612) 944-5755 • Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344
All you hear about Wall Decor leaves you blank?

Wall Decor?, you say. No problem, I say. I'm Drew Kalman, President of PS Decor. I have 3000 solutions to fill the blanks—the selections in the Past Tense, Scenic and Custom Collections. Imagine the impact of a larger-than-life locomotive rushing right at you? Or your own great outdoors—indoors? Got the picture? Fantastic!

Looking for 19th century charm or turn-of-the-century nostalgia, or the timeless beauty of Mother Nature? The PS Decor Collections match your imagination with the right tone your theme demands. Stuck for the perfect image and it's not in stock? Look to PS Decor to turn your idea into reality.

Any size. Anywhere. Any time. PS Decor is your single source for wall decor. We feature Cibachrome for brilliant prints and display transparencies ... guaranteed for 25 years. We fill the blanks with museum-quality black-and-white photomurals, too. Mounting and framing add the finishing touch.

I've spent ten years setting the standards in the photo decor business. That means treating your project like a special order—because it is! That means photomurals exactly to your specifications. And following through to the installed wall.

Want to hear more? I'd like to fill you in about PS Decor. Write or call, 612/332-6303, for samples and exciting new ideas. At PS Decor, the sky's the limit ... so far.

1718 WASHINGTON AVENUE NORTH, MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55411
THE BOLD LOOK OF KOHLER.

Explore the luxurious, rejuvenating power of the Mandalay™ Teakwood Suite. Crafted from nature’s most durable wood. A 5’ or 6’ whirlpool bath, pedestal or countertop lavatory, and toilet seat. Water and wood for the soul. See the Yellow Pages for a Kohler Registered Showroom near you, or send $3 for a consumer catalog to Kohler Co., Dept. 000, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
Concrete Double Tees from WELLS
... not just for warehouses

Upper left: 10' wide insulated double tee walls are now available in exposed aggregate finishes.


Working with you to provide the best Concrete Components available... flexibility in texture, color and shape from WELLS, the quality leader. — CALL US TODAY —

WELLS
CONCRETE PRODUCTS COMPANY

Box 308
Wells, MN 56097
(507) 553-3138

IN MINNESOTA...
Call Toll Free
1-800-722-2229

ARCHITECTURE MINNESOTA
Richard Hammel: An architect and a gentleman

The untimely death of Richard F. Hammel, FAIA, and founding partner of Hammel, Green & Abrahamson, is a great loss not only for his firm but for the larger community as well. For Dick Hammel matched his love for architecture with a warm love for people.

He was known in many circles—architectural, political and artistic. Wherever he was, his wit and intellect both enlivened discussion and cut to the heart of issues. “Dick had an ability to ease tense situations—and there are plenty of them in architecture—with an injection of his particular kind of humor,” says colleague Leonard Parker. Once met, he was a friend—and often a teacher.

Dick was born in Owatonna, one of a family of four boys. His father, at one-time mayor of Owatonna, had a ready-mix concrete business. His mother Helen was an outgoing woman who became HGA’s greatest booster.

From an early age, he was firm in his intent to become an architect. He received his B. Arch. from the University of Minnesota in 1944, served in the Pacific theater in the U. S. Navy, and returned to civilian life to obtain his Masters in Architecture from Harvard University. There he studied with Walter Gropius and was thoroughly imbued with the spirit of Modernism.

After a first architectural job in Hawaii, Dick returned to the Twin Cities to become assistant advisory architect to the University of Minnesota and then advisory architect to the St. Paul school system. There he met Curt Green and in 1953 “with a hearty handshake” the two decided to embark on their own.

Their first large commission was a $450,000 addition to the school in Howard Lake, Minnesota. The two went on to win other school projects—a dormitory for the College of St. Benedict’s, elementary and high schools in Albert Lea, Austin, and Ellendale.

Dick was the expert on programming. “Determine needs before you design,” was his motto, says Bruce Abrahamson, who joined the firm in 1954. He did that on every project including the program submitted to the legislature to set up the state universities. “The happiest moments of his professional life,” says Bette, his wife, “were when he saw a school come alive with students and teachers.” Loyal clients included Hamline University, the Rosemount School District, and the burgeoning school system in Apple Valley.

The firm moved from Curt Green’s basement to a storefront in St. Paul, and then, with 30 employees, to University Avenue. Today, with over 200 employees in its renovated office on Harmon Place in Minneapolis, it is the largest firm founded in the post-war period.

Within the firm, Dick provided both business leadership and moral encouragement. “I don’t know how many times he reorganized us with bubble diagrams,” says Abrahamson. “He will be remembered as the mentor, the intellect, the critic,” says Green. A man who glowed in the accomplishment of others, he nurtured the development of younger members. “He spent years building the firm,” says Bette, “and he was proud of it and the young people who came to it.”

To those outside the firm, be they colleagues, competitors or even casual acquaintances, he encouraged and gave confidence as well. “When I came to town ten years ago,” says Randall Bradley, a black architect, “he made me feel welcome.” “He provided a special kind of leadership,” comments Peter Rand, executive vice-president of the Minnesota Society of Architects, on Hammel’s tenure as president.

“Dick was an extraordinary man as well as an exceptional architect,” says Leonard Parker. He will be missed on both counts.

L.M.
Ask around... Specialty Systems is sure to be mentioned.

Congratulations to Hammel-Green-Abrahamson on these 1986 Honor Award winning projects: Our Lady of Grace and Canterbury Downs Master Plan
Specialty Systems Inc. and its owner Archie Rassmusen are very proud to have been a part of these two outstanding projects.

Specialty Systems is in the business of working with developers, architects, contractors and business owners to provide building exteriors that speak well for the business within. The benefits of exterior remodeling are not only in increased sales, but in potential tax advantages and savings in energy and maintenance costs.
Specialty Systems is a complete service, from planning and design to manufacture in our plant, professional installation and a guarantee of total satisfaction.

"The renovation turned our center around."
Town & Country - Alan Freeman

"We are able to get better leases and have the ability to pick and choose."
Knollwood Plaza - Phil Engle, General Growth

"It's the smartest money we've spent on that center is 15 years."
Apache Plaza - Dennis Cavanaugh, C. G. Rein

"Shopping center revenues have increased 54% as a result of remodeling."
Sibley Plaza - Ed Paster, Paster Enterprises

Specialty Systems
Innovative Exterior Specialists
12505 Xenwood Ave. So. Savage, MN 55378 612/894-5111
Some thoughts on barrier-free design

By William Beyer

Anyone who has spent time on crutches recovering from a skiing accident has probably had a small taste of the frustration with architectural barriers regularly experienced by disabled people. There are 36 million disabled people in the United States. Sixty-five percent to 75 percent of all people will suffer disabilities by simply living to their fullest life expectancies. Minnesota's state building codes (since 1975), and many others as well, mandate accessible architecture. Yet new and renovated buildings with architectural barriers continue to be built.

Certainly, most new buildings are barrier-free, or close to it. But a surprising and disturbing number still have accessibility problems. There are potential explanations for this: the complexity and variety of codes, the failure of building departments to enforce codes, and ignorance of codes on the part of architects, owners and developers. But these explanations are no excuse.

A recent trend in bar and restaurant design is illustrative. Many fern-filled establishments have opened that have stepped or tiered seating areas, typically with no ramp access from level to level. The bar area in some of these establishments is totally inaccessible. Apparently the designers of these restaurants have decided that there is no place within the yuppie habitat for people with mobility impairments.

What happens when people in wheelchairs go to dine at such places? Do the waiters and busboys carry them to their tables? Do they have to wait hours for one of the few tables that may be accessible? Recently at a restaurant in Calhoun Square a young man in a wheelchair was told that he could wait for his table in the bar. When he pointed out that the entire bar was not accessible, he was told that he could wait outside.

The reason for so many barrier-studied watering holes may well have been muddy language in the State Building Code. Until recently the Minneapolis and St. Paul inspection departments have not interpreted the code to require that all levels on a floor be accessible. The code was amended in January 1985 to clarify the original intent that all levels on a floor must be accessible, and the

Approaching accessibility with an open mind

Minneapolis inspection department is now enforcing that requirement.

The Minnesota State Council for the Handicapped was concerned enough with the enforcement of Chapter 1340 (formerly Chapter 55) of the State Building Code to convene a public hearing on the issue in November 1986. Ten people presented their assessments. Richard Brooks, director of the State Division of Building Codes and Standards, said that compliance statewide is high for all building code provisions, and perhaps highest for Chapter 1340, which applies everywhere in the state (even in those areas where local governments have opted-out of the rest of the code). Brooks and several others at the hearing pointed to the generally positive, if not perfect, compliance with most problems occurring in small renovated projects.

The rest of the presenters pointed to sometimes outrageous examples of non-compliance. Accessibility problems with the recently renovated State Office Building in St. Paul were repeatedly mentioned, and some of the participants wondered who would be liable for such lapses in code enforcement.

Architects should be aware that when issues in the design and construction of buildings are raised, they are increasingly likely to be held liable. It is interesting to note that two of the public hearing participants who see current code compliance as inadequate were recently appointed by Governor Perpich as public members of the State Board of Architecture, Engineering, Land Surveying and Landscape Architecture. They are Michael Ehrlichmann, a member of the State Council for the Handicapped; and Julee Quave-Petersen, an accessibility consultant in private practice.

Harold Kiewel, co-editor of the Accessible Architecture handbook published in 1977, suggested that the biggest problem in this area is a lack of expertise in the profession. He believes that younger architects have been exposed to the concept of barrier-free environments in school. But older architects—typically the design decision-makers—have failed to understand and apply these concepts. Kiewel thinks that the introduction of accessibility via the restrictive avenue of building codes may have soured many architects on the issue.

Although the consensus at the hearing was that no single group within the building design, review and construction process can be blamed for the continuing lapses in compliance with Chapter 1340, it seems fair to conclude that positive action on the part of architects can do the most good.

The best way for architects to improve their understanding of accessibility issues, beyond knowing Chapter 1340 thoroughly, is to use the available human resources. Minneapolis and St. Paul both have advisory committees on people with disabilities composed of citizen volunteers who prefer to become involved before problems arise. In Min-

Continued on page 62
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A new look for 1987, and a new commitment to the same high standards of quality that we have delivered in the past. We are one number to call for all your presentation needs.
Winterizing your city

By Gail Manning

In the first half of the century, the ultimate question for Minnesota architects to ask was "What will it look like in the winter?" Today, so-called "franchise architecture," the generic design oblivious to its location, has become the norm. Since the beginning of the skyway system in the early 1960s, Minnesota has gained a reputation for its resourceful response to winter. Building on that reputation, the Twin Cities have the potential to become premier winter cities, cities highly regarded for beauty and quality because of their unique "winterness."

Whether it was the economic push of the energy crisis or the rejection of universal modernist principles, regional environmental differences are again being recognized in the design community. This attitude led to the creation of the Livable Winter Cities Association of Minnesota, an offshoot of the Canadian-based Livable Winter Cities Association/Association Pour l'Animation des Villes en Hiver, founded in 1983 to encourage innovation in the natural, built, and social urban environments of the North. The association is international, with involvement by Russia, Japan, Scandinavia, Canada and the United States. The association is also interdisciplinary, involving planners, developers, architects, landscape architects, government officials, academics, gerontologists, psychiatrists, recreation specialists, artists and engineers—in short, the inhabitants of our northern cities.

With the benefit of association comes the opportunity to share the lessons of the North. Two major points are apparent when comparing winter communities. First, climatic and latitudinal differences affect the experience of winter and the adaptation to winter. For example, snow removal is part of the Minnesota winter. But in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan the streets are rarely plowed, only sanded. There are no freeze/thaw cycles in Saskatoon, and packed, frozen snow becomes the transportation surface. The overriding concern in one city, such as Buffalo, may be snow buildup while in another city, such as Seattle, it is continual fog. In Nome, it is eternal darkness.

A second point to remember is that winter environments should give people a choice on how to enjoy the outdoors. The "avoidance approach" results in suburban shopping malls, in domed cities, in rooms without windows and in isolated skyway systems. Some of us, however, would appreciate weather in the skyways. How often have we been refreshed by Dayton's skyway breeze? On the other hand, having indoor "warm up" foyers at urban bus stops should perhaps be made mandatory.

Thinking North does not necessarily mean thinking insulation and domes. Designing structures for winter might mean designing buildings that look just as they have for generations. Jamie Milne, a graduate student at the University of Minnesota working on a master's thesis, researched her native Saskatoon to discover characteristics of northern urban architecture. Peers and professors immediately envisioned insulation and underground structures. The results of her research proved quite the contrary. Milne discovered the warm image of Scottish-American castles and formal winter gardens and winter rooms, designed in keeping with tradition and climate.

In too many northern cities, the beauty of place vanishes with the good weather. The ability of the urban fabric to provide relief from a harsh climate is due, in part, to traditional architectural material and detailing. Steel and glass can be particularly devastating to the winter city. We respond warmly to a sense of enclosure, of shelter, of being protected from the elements, which we read into more traditional buildings. We respond to the warmth and coziness evoked by the imagery of traditional universal symbols—the hearth, the chimney, the sun-filled reading nook, the steep roof, the blanket of snow.

Typical warm features include mass, color, intimate scale, layering and textures. The texture of stone or brick holds
snow in interesting patterns and even feels warmer, literally and subconsciously. Vines on buildings or the art of espaliering with vegetation adds warmth to a facade.

The landscape professional has long recognized the aesthetics of unique-to-winter phenomena: the texture of bark or vines; silhouettes; the structure of bare tree branches; snow drift patterns; and the way snow is held by branches, fences, posts or building elements.

The newly opened Japanese garden at the University of Minnesota Landscape Arboretum has been designed by Koichi Kawana with particular attention to the beauty of snow on tree branches and rocks. Using both land form and building form can result in that winter haven known as the sun pocket, an outdoor spol where one can bask in warmth on an otherwise bitter day. In winter as well as in summer, one becomes aware of sunlight and shadow. Winter shadows are important to the northern landscape.

Efficient design in cold climates tries to maximize sunlight with minimal openings in the building envelope. The proposed Ceresota Mill office development in Minneapolis will be flooded with sunlight, even though the architects, Ellerbe, Inc, cannot pierce window holes in the south facade of the historic building. Instead, a skylight will maximize sunlight in the atrium. Seven stories of mirrors along the northern interior face will reflect natural and artificial light into the office spaces and down to the first-level fountain.

In other parts of the world one can enjoy "night architecture," environments specifically designed for winter days without any sun. St. Paul's ice palace left a vivid memory of night lighting in winter. Rice Park in St. Paul, with the brightly lit Ordway Music Theater as the focus, brings people outside in winter, partly because of the magical lighting.

Some cities, such as Edmonton, Alberta, have focused on winter sports. Such amenities as mammoth indoor gyms, pools and tennis courts, as well as lighted outdoor trails along the North Saskatchewan River add to livable winters. Last year's Edmonton park and recreation brochure highlighted a variety of outdoor sports, all to make the long winter months more productive. If we plan and design cities for winter recreation, summer recreation will take care of itself.

Architecture, perhaps more than any other discipline, has the opportunity to celebrate the connection between interiors and the open air. Architecture has a responsibility to make that connection in a meaningful way. We need to learn from other winter cities, from each other, from the landscape profession, the recreation planners, the gerontologists and others, and so take further responsibility for the public appreciation of the built environment. Our job as designers is to turn "winter cities" into "livable winter cities."

Gail Manning is an architect-in-training with Hammel Green & Abrahamson and is a member of the steering committee of the Livable Winter Cities Association of Minnesota.

Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc. (AA&C) is now among the largest 100 brokers nationally, yet we still provide insurance products only to architects and engineers.

AA&C was created to serve only design professionals' insurance needs and to provide an employee benefit coverage, cost, and "service" package for the small firm that normally couldn't even be purchased by the large firms that employ thousands. However, the average size AA&C client is still four people, and 40% of the firms we insure are sole proprietors.

In essence, by thinking that the little guy is big, we got big ourselves.

If your present life and health insurance broker doesn't think that you're large enough to be treated just like his biggest clients, we would like to prove to you that you are large enough for us.

Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc.
MSAIA Insurance Service Organization
19000 Mac Arthur Boulevard, Suite 500
Irvine, California 92715
1-800-854-0491 Toll Free
EVER SINCE YOU WERE A KID, YOU'VE WANTED A COMFORTABLE CHAIR.

The high-chair of childhood. A necessity at best. But now that you're sitting where you want to be, you deserve comfortable office furniture.

At Pink, we put to work our vast knowledge of acoustics, space planning, and human nature to create work environments you can thrive in.

If your company deserves the highest quality office furniture, carpeting, and design in the Twin Cities, call Jeri at 553-8242. And let us raise your offices to new heights.

Pinko
Office furniture, carpet, design.
With Mr. H's Computer Color Matcher, you bring in your sample of wallpaper, fabric, tile, or paint chip, and Hirshfield's will develop a paint that matches up beautifully.

Mr. H's Computer Color Matcher is the closest you can come to perfection in matching paint. Its state-of-the-art electronic eye reads colors and calculates formulas to the nearest (measurable) nth of a degree. It even automatically corrects itself, so the formula it prints out for you will always be the closest thing to a perfect match. Next time you have a sample to match, bring it to any Hirshfield's store. Our computer will do the rest.*

*Currently, we have two of these advanced technology computers, one at our Southdale store and one at our Hirshfield's paint plant. Because of the anticipated demand for this service, we ask that you allow up to 72 hours for your Computer Color Match Printout.
Made in Minnesota Looking for regional architecture for this special “Made in Minnesota” issue of AM was like opening the doors on one of those ubiquitous Christmas calendars. We found a little something behind each door but the picture wasn’t complete till all were open.

Some of the doors opened onto the past. What did the common buildings of the state look like? we asked, and we found David Husom’s photographs of Minnesota’s county fairgrounds. What is the most Minnesota building? we asked a group of architects and historians, and the answers ranged over the woods and prairies. How did the use of local stone shape the architecture of the state? and we discovered how when we saw the evidence.

Some of the doors opened onto the present. The jurors for the Minnesota Society of Architects’ annual awards competition came to town seeking projects representative of the region, and they uncovered ten to add to the picture. We asked a handful of architects if they designed with a regional sensibility, and the projects they volunteered began to build an identifiable Minnesota architecture.

As you join AM in this safari close to home, scan the architectural territory with both microscopic and telescopic lenses. Look at details and the precise manipulation of materials. You might find the flared columns of the Douglas Lodge reappearing in Edwin Lundie’s houses or a familiar use of masonry in a new power plant.

Then step back and look for that more elusive quality—an attitude toward architecture. You may be surprised, as I was, at what you find.
1986 HONOR AWARDS

This year’s MSAIA Honor Awards jury came to Minnesota looking for an architecture of the region. “We searched for images that had to do with this cold north part of the country,” said juror Steven Izenour, principal with Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown of Philadelphia, who along with Craig Hodgetts of Hodgetts and Fung in Santa Monica, California and Richard Giegengack of the Washington, D.C. office of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill judged the 106 entries submitted by the state’s architects. They found those regional messages in unexpected places—the Ice Palace, the Lake Harriet band shell, a church in Indiana, and a visitors’ center in Missouri. In general, they judged the work of the state’s architects “committed, intelligent, and sophisticated in the use of materials.” “Minnesota’s architecture has avoided the trends that are rocking both coasts. It doesn’t have the far-out edges, but that’s not what architecture is about. It’s about buildings that people use.” Of the ten winners they chose, the five pictured here have already been profiled in AM.

Lake Harriet Bandshell (above): “An unabashed use of Victorian vernacular very much in control.”

Ice Palace(left): “There is tremendous enthusiasm expressed in this project.”
Lake Harriet Bandshell
Minneapolis
Fredrick Bentz/Milo Thompson/
Robert Rietow

Performing Arts Center,
Blake Schools
Hopkins
Setter, Leach & Lindstrom

International Market Square
Minneapolis
Winsor/Faricy Architects

Our Lady of Grace Catholic
Church
Edina
Hammel, Green & Abrahamson

Purina Farms
Gray Summit, Missouri
Thorbeck & Lambert

Harriet Square
Minneapolis
Arvid Elness Architects

St. Elizabeth Seton
Community Facilities
Carmel, Indiana
Rafferty Rafferty Mikutowski
and Associates

Canterbury Downs Master
Plans & Backstretch
Shakopee
Hammel Green & Abrahamson

World Theater
St. Paul
Miller Hanson Westerbeck Bell
Architects

St. Paul Winter Carnival
Ice Palace
St. Paul
Ellerbe Associates

International Market Square: "We commend the architects for their restraint in making changes to let the strength of the buildings come through."

Canterbury Downs: "A sophisticated use of color and industrial materials."

The World Theater: "A highly sensitive effort."
More than a farm
Thorbeck & Lambert builds up a pet-centered environment
Designing buildings that tap the emotions rather than speak purely of function and aesthetics is a quixotic task indeed. It is to make buildings participant rather than spectator. Designed by Thorbeck & Lambert, Inc., Minneapolis, Purina Farms Visitors Center in Gray Summit, Missouri represents architecture at its most active. Rather than sitting stodgily like objects in space, the buildings present experiences that tactiley, emotionally and intellectually involve the user. Perhaps for such reasons the jurors cited Purina Farms for a 1986 MSAIA Honor Award.

Purina Farms, which opened in summer 1986, arose almost as an afterthought. Ralston Purina Company had chosen Thorbeck & Lambert to design a multi-faceted farm exhibit for the St. Louis Zoo. But when the project—one of the largest of the firm’s career—fell through, Purina rethought its strategy. The company’s own farm in Gray Summit outside of St. Louis averaged 40,000 visitors yearly, yet Purina never had formal visitor accommodations. Disappointment for the Minneapolis firm was short-lived when Purina asked Thorbeck & Lambert to design a formal visitor center around two existing barns on the 1,600-acre property.

The assignment seemed deceptively simple: provide exhibit space on a sectioned-off eight-acre site that would emphasize the emotional bond and interrelationship between man and domestic animals. Unlike a zoo that displays exotic animals from around the world, Purina Farms would emphasize familiar creatures—cats, dogs, rabbits, horses.

With complete creative freedom, Thorbeck & Lambert knew that the project required more than structures on the landscape. The project required a complete environment. In final form, visitors to Purina Farms are encouraged to touch, gaze and wonder at what they have often taken for granted: animals.

"The whole idea is to learn some-
Simple and familiar may be key words for the Purina Farms visitors center in Gray Summit, Missouri, outside St. Louis. Tourists enter the east barn (above) along a plaza designed after the familiar Ralston Purina checkerboard. The east barn recalls common farm structures: the pavilion-shaped pet center (opposite), with low pitched roof and verandas, evokes images of vernacular French farm houses. Serving as the main entrance to the farms, the air-conditioned east barn contains a gift shop, snack bar and ample seating to accommodate visitors’ needs. The animal exhibits (below) are the highlight of the east barn. Designed by Robert Lambert, with the assistance of Johnson plus Johnson, a Minneapolis-based graphic design firm, the three dimensional displays trace the history of animal domestication.

“Something different about domestic animals so that when you go home you may never look at the family dog in quite the same way again,” says Duane Thorbeck, principal-in-charge for architecture.

The simple buildings—aquamarine wood structures with white trim and gray metal roofs—blend comfortably with the landscape. Verandas and low-pitched roofs recall French-style farm houses found throughout Missouri.

The two renovated barns, a 48-foot diameter grain bin serving as a theater, a multi-level pet center, as well as ponds, a bridge, a 700-seat amphitheater and the surrounding pastures, are incorporated into Purina Farms.

Tourists first enter the east barn and meander along a series of exhibits that trace the history of animal domestication. “The early exhibits kind of loosen up the visitors,” says Robert Lambert, principal-in-charge for exhibits, who was assisted by Johnson + Johnson, graphic designers, Minneapolis. With degrees in architecture and zoology, Lambert approached the project with ready knowledge of animal needs. His credits include the animal exhibits for the Minnesota Zoological Gardens, designed in
the early 1970s by the predecessor firm InterDesign.

The Purina exhibits are clearly of the gee-whiz variety. "Such projects are fun because we continuously learn interesting little details about animals as we design the facilities," says Lambert. Visitors learn that cats were involved in the Black Death and King James I used pigs as retrievers on hunting excursions.

The jury was particularly impressed with the architects' awareness of current trends in exhibit design. "The exhibits were a successful integration of parts with the overall design of the buildings," said juror Steven Izenour, of Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, Philadelphia.

From the exhibit space visitors move to the 70-seat theater, an educational facility that stresses the functional as well as social relationship between man and animals. A bridge stretching across a pond connects the east barn and theater to the hayloft of the west barn. This facility, meant to serve as a working barn, allows children to observe dairy cows and beef cattle, as well as sheep, chickens and rabbits. Petting, of course, is always encouraged.

A pavilion-shaped pet center, a roost for cats and dogs, reigns as the farm's pièce de résistance. A variety of dogs play in indoor pens while cats hold dominion in a two-story, multi-dimensional Victorian mansion. Cats' favorite perches—sunlit window sills, fireplace mantles, staircases, the nooks and crannies that cats settle into comfortably—are all included. And cats, the epitome of pristine properness, seem quite at home in their Victorian surroundings.

Purina Farms still awaits finishing touches. A silo/observation deck may be included in a future phase. And the amphitheater needs improvement. While the spectators are sheltered from the afternoon sun, the performers are not. Thorbeck is working on a sun screen that will not disrupt performances or site lines.

Since the completion of the Minnesota Zoo, the firm has carried a reputation for successfully creating whole-scale environments. Purina Farms continues the Thorbeck & Lambert tradition.

E.K.
A patrician spirit
HGA expands on a Georgian theme

Low hipped roofs with multiple dormers characterize this Georgian Colonial style church addition in Edina by Hammel, Green and Abrahamson (above). Crowned by a cross and lantern, which also serves as bell tower, the new church building mirrors the existing brick and stone buildings in detail if not in massing. A manicured lawn for outdoor activity abuts the more active side of the building (left) where the central Commons meeting room opens onto a paved plaza. Copper roofs, pine framed windows stained to look natural and a common base course of stone link old with new.
Judging from its stoic Georgian Colonial exterior you would expect to find Our Lady of Grace church in Virginia or New England instead of in the Minneapolis suburb of Edina ensconced among the rolling wooded hills.

The detailing of elements and correctness of proportions in this recently completed church addition earned it a 1986 MSAIA Honor Award for Hammel, Green & Abrahamson (HGA) of Minneapolis.

The challenge presented the architects was twofold: to design a new worship space to allow the existing one (designed as a gymnasium but used as a sanctuary since the congregation's beginning) to revert back to its original use, and to expand support facilities for the rapidly growing church.

But, with two large parking lots on opposite sides of the building and dense woods encroaching upon the site, a logical plan would require deft manipulation of building mass and materials to successfully tie the new addition with the old complex.

A new concourse solves both the circulation and functional problems. It links the existing buildings and the new sanctuary, as well as providing access from the two parking lots. In addition, it encompasses new functions: a large meeting area called the Commons (a sort of living room/gathering space grouped around a large fireplace), a daily chapel for 100 people, a Blessed Sacrament chapel, a meeting/dining room, kitchen, sacristies and a nursery.

Appended to this concourse is the new 1,100-seat worship space, a large, soaring assembly room. The nave is encircled at the base with an open ambulatory—unique perhaps in the Midwest—that not only provides circulation for parishioners but provides ample illumination in daylight.

The placement of the facilities expresses the sensibilities of this active spiritual community. "We felt the strong social function of the Commons needed to relate to the active outdoor area north of the existing church," said project architect Theodore R. Butler, "and the more pensive, reflective worship space needed to be placed within and oriented towards the wooded area."

The awards jury agreed, stating, "It is a sensitive site plan with very handsome buildings."
The power of the plain
Rafferty Rafferty Mikutowski creates a spiritual spareness

With rustic exteriors, truss ceilings and scant interior adornment, the St. Elizabeth Seton Catholic Church and Community Facilities easily could be a haven for Norwegian bachelor farmers in some ice-packed Minnesota Neither- region. The facility, instead, is a multi-functional complex for a young parish in a burgeoning Indianapolis suburb. Designed by Rafferty Rafferty Mikutowski, a St. Paul firm noted for its church designs, the architecture for St. Elizabeth embroiders familiar rural styles. The buildings blend easily with the 33-acre site and complement the custom-built homes replacing the surrounding farmland. Such qualities earned the project a MSAIA 1986 Honor Award.

The architects needed to consolidate within a single complex the parish’s increasing activities and services. In effect, the new facilities would reflect the parish’s growth and spiritual goals by evoking community while avoiding a purely liturgical image.

A cluster of five buildings interconnected by a flat-roofed commons area emulates farm structures. Red clay and Alwine white brick exteriors are crowned by gabled roofs made of lead-coated copper. The simple themes are repeated within. Brick walls, truss ceilings and natural lighting through dormers have more in common with a stable than with the Sistine Chapel.

The commons—a meeting place at the core—breaks from the generally ascetic character with its low white ceilings and infusion of sunlight. With a baptismal font as the focus, the commons serves as a “main street” by which parishioners can reach the primary church (seating nearly 1,000), daily chapel and reservation chapel. The administration building and social hall are also reached via the commons.

Some elements, however, remain unfinished, others unbuilt. Subsequent phases will finish off the administration offices and include a rectory and educational building.

Finished or otherwise, the buildings clearly express a forward-looking parish. Said the jurors, “We admired the ascetic quality of spaces and the honesty of the assemblage of parts.” For a parish seeking to pull its various “parts” together, that may be the highest compliment of all.

E.K.
The cluster of five buildings (above) stands as a fortress against the elements. Few windows pierce the brick walls. Instead, dormers and small vertical slots let minimum sunlight in. The gabled roofs, made of lead-coated copper, add to the rural feeling. The buildings are joined by a "commons" area (plan below). The main church (below), reservation chapel and daily chapel (A, B & C) are grouped at one end of the complex. Administrative offices and the social hall (D & E) are toward the other end.
An American rhythm
Arvid Elness Architects fits housing into a neighborhood pattern

The gabled roofs and screened porches of Harriet Square (above) present a rhythmic pattern to the street. These split-level units were given a greater sense of privacy by pulling the entryways back from the sidewalks and raising them a half level. All of these features—raised berm, common setbacks, and screened porches—sold the neighborhood on the project.
It is "extremely successful in getting a lot of image from the vernacular." That's how the judges sized up the Harriet Square Townhouses, one of ten 1986 MSAIA Honor Awards.

"With restraint and an economy of means, the designers have produced modest, yet elegant architecture," the judges continued. But what most pleased the jury was the project's respect for the existing residential setting and architectural styles. It "blends beautifully with the neighborhood context," said juror Steven Izenour.

The 27-unit townhouse project designed by Arvid Elness Architects, is located on a former school site in a South Minneapolis residential area.

Working closely with neighborhood organizations and the Minneapolis Community Development Agency over a five-month period, project architect and designer Paul Madson developed a design that met everyone's needs. For Peggy Lucas, partner in Brighton Development Corporation, that meant creating a moderate-priced project. "We are happy about meeting the market in the $70,000-$80,000 price range."

"One of my biggest concerns was integrating our project with the existing neighborhood," says Madson. "Typically found within the community are single-family dwellings on a raised berm at a common setback. We echoed these characteristics and created a pleasing rhythm of gables and screened porches."

To integrate the townhouses more thoroughly with the context Madson used wood steps, wood latticework under the porches, common metal downspouts, asphalt shingles and such tricks as bringing the roof line of the two-and-a-half story units down to the first floor to reduce the apparent bulk of the project. Also typical to the area is white vinyl lap siding, used here with white painted cedar trim and white vinyl-clad wood windows—pure Americana.

The unit plans are split-level two- and three-bedroom configurations with a garage and half basement on the lower level, living, dining and kitchen at ground level, and bedrooms and a full bath on the upper level. Units vary from 1,280 to 1,440 square feet with an average cost of $40 per square foot.

The townhomes were so well liked that the project sold out before construction was completed. B.N.W.
A play on form
Setter, Leach & Lindstrom shapes a design that performs

"It was our intent to create a no-nonsense shell for the rooms within," said Ed Frenette, director of design at Setter Leach & Lindstrom, "then to play the school's traditional architecture—expressed here in the curving wall—against the more functional modernist aesthetic of the auditorium space." Windows are standard aluminum sash material painted white instead of the usual anodized color and the panes are an abstracted module of the more traditional windows on campus. The curve of the facade creates a natural foyer for the auditorium (right).
Nestled between two wings of a suburban college prep school like some neo-Baroque stage set, this new performing arts center addition provides a much needed, up-to-date facility while respecting the character of the existing campus.

Designed by Setter, Leach & Lindstrom, Inc., the new music and drama center for the Blake Schools' Hopkins campus houses a 400-seat theater, a large drama classroom, a faculty office and a large lobby for public functions. The campus itself was established before World War I in a traditional Collegiate Gothic style and added to over the years. Each addition nevertheless maintained the character of the original building, setting a materials palette of red brick and limestone trim.

The Hopkins campus includes two of the three Blake Schools: the Lower and Middle Schools, which serve kindergarten through eighth grades. The new performing arts addition is sited between the two schools for easy access to both.

"Locating the facility in the center made sense from many functional points of view," said Ed Frenette, director of design at Setter, Leach & Lindstrom. "Not only does it work well for each of the schools, it gives a focus to the campus as viewed from the main entrance and it serves as a waiting room for the school buses that arrive in front of it."

The curving shape directly responded to the requirements of the 15,000 square-foot auditorium. The building facade bulges out in a serpentine curve beyond the confines of an imaginary "garden wall"—an arbitrary limit aligned with the fronts of the two schools. Behind this curve are the main lobby and two side entrances.

It is upon this thin veneer that any decoration is lavished. Here the Collegiate Gothic vocabulary is seasoned with contemporary renditions of battlements and echoes of arches and tracery from previous buildings.

It is a deft manipulation of elements; the new center blends efficient modernity with the established campus character in a lighthearted way. "A delightful play of the classic modern forms against the neo-rationalist curving wall," said the jury.

B.N.W.
APER ARCHITECTURE

The words conjure up a fantasy world of paper dolls and pipe dreams, of flimsy follies that, given a strong breeze, would all blow away at the blink of an eye. But these paper tigers are more substantial architecturally, for it is the stuff of dreams that leads to new ideas and new approaches to the more mundane world of everyday practice. When architects explore the fanciful and the fantastical, they may create images that tweak the subconscious and may in turn make improvements in the built environment. This year’s jury of the bi-annual MSAIA Paper Architecture Awards was composed of sculptor Remo Campopiano, James Czarnecki, director, Minnesota Museum of Art, and Herbert Ketcham, FAIA, president-elect, MSAIA and president of Architectural Alliance, Minneapolis.

Biwabik Gazebo, concept and stencil detail.
Honor Award for idea
Rafferty Rafferty Mikutowski
"An excellent idea which contrasts the background beautifully with a pristine bas relief."

Market Square (detail)
Honor Award for urban design
Robert Rothman
"A good solution that re-establishes the urban background. "I wanted to create a more civic space for the Milwaukee riverfront and connect the city hall with its context," said Rothman.
Prototypical U.S. Consulate
Honor Award for idea
Ira A. Keer
A tongue-in-cheek proposal for a U.S. consulate as hot dog with french fried columns in ketchup bases united by a dollar-signed arch.

Dreaming of My Children (detail)
Honor Award for urban design
Elena Kvasnik/RSP Architects
"A clever, enjoyable idea that plays on the nostalgia of the early 1960s."

Water to Water
Honor Award for presentation
Marc Partridge/Michael Plautz/Angus Davis/RSP Architects
The design is a therapeutic lap pool for a private residence presented with an air of serene mystery.

Anarchy in Architecture
I am Paid (Anonymous)
Phantom Award
An ironic commentary on the current state of architecture.

Arizona Historical Society Museum
Honor Award for presentation/idea
Scott Newland/Mark Nelson/Joel Metzler/RSP Architects
"Exceptional graphic presentation." The background abstracts the structural grid of the proposed building and the undulating shape of the river site. Color choice emphasizes the desert heat.
MADE IN MINNESOTA

In search of a regional architecture

By Linda Mack

What is a Minnesota building?

The landscape of our state is littered with buildings that defy the term Minnesota architecture.

Of course, the fast-food franchises, gas stations and shopping centers have nothing to do with the particularities of their place. But even beyond this layer of highway detritus lie exurban housing developments, office complexes and, yes, urban centers which have little to say of being here rather than anywhere.

But down the country roads and among the suburban sprawl can still be found the utilitarian structures of an earlier age—a fieldstone shed at the edge of a condominium development, a brick farm house in a grove of trees, a country church on the crest of a hill. In a way that almost all buildings today fail to do, these simple structures convey a sense of place.

Those who built them used the materials at hand—lumber from the surrounding woods, brick made of local clay, stone from nearby quarries. The materials match the ground.

They used the technology of the time, be that log-building techniques brought over from the old country, mortice-and-tenon construction used for hundreds of years, or later, balloon framing. The level of technology never seemed to exceed the level of taste.

They built in styles they felt at home with. That meant log cabins for the Finns on the Iron Range; Swedish cottages for

The Swedish or Norwegian lapped-siding church on a hill outside of town. Here, the Stikestad Lutheran Church in the Red River Valley.

The Midwestern four-square house. Also called the cornbelt cubic, it is found as often on Laurel Avenue in St. Paul as on the farms of southwestern Minnesota. Made of wood, brick or stucco, it encloses maximum volume in minimum exterior surface.
the farmers of southwestern Minnesota; Greek Revival houses for the Yankee lumbermen of the St. Croix Valley. Innovation came to modify the familiar, not to invent the unfamiliar.

They used a floor plan that was straightforward and easy to build. First, perhaps, a one-room square to which could be added future squares on one side or the other to make a rectangle or an L-shaped house. The proportions, born of carpenter instinct, were unerring.

They built sheltering buildings to fight the cold. With roofs coming low to the ground on the north, entries on the southeast away from the wind, and thick walls to keep out the cold, these structures expressed the physical and psychological need for warmth.

Unfortunately, there is nothing like war, technological advancement, global communication, and easy availability of materials to free the designer of constraints—and thus of culture. The designer’s task is no longer to improve the familiar but to create the unfamiliar. The result has been architecture that expresses individual identity but undermines communal identity—be it the rural landscape, the small town or the city.

Since those earliest waves of building, architecture in Minnesota has more often looked elsewhere for inspiration—to the east, whence came the lasting definition of current style; to Sears and Roebuck, for ready-made houses; to architects appropriate to one’s social status.

Sometimes that meant local architects working in the classical revival styles—Edwin Hewitt, Clarence Johnston, Long and Kees, Emmanuel Masqueray, Cass Gilbert, LeRoy Buffington. Often it meant going further afield to commission the best of the day—McKim Mead and White, Ralph Adams Cram, Philip Johnson, Hardy Holtzman, and Pfeiffer, Cesar Pelli.

But often what those architects from elsewhere designed for clients here also subtly reflected the culture. The houses, cultural institutions or office buildings they designed for Minnesotans are less pretentious, less exuberant, and more reserved than those elsewhere. As architect Bill Scott, an expert on historic preservation with Setter, Leach & Lindstrom, observes, “There was a cultural characteristic not to display wealth. It carried over to both the commercial and residential structures the Daytons and Pillsburys built. Even the summer houses on the east coast are more ostentatious than the year-round houses of the wealthiest here.”

Some local architects borrowed freely from elsewhere but borrowed with such a strong sensibility of place that they began to build a regional architecture.

St. Paul native Cass Gilbert, the all-time eclectic, certainly was animated by the revival of historic styles and the Beaux Arts tradition. If we automatically think of his State Capitol as the most Minnesotan of buildings, we acknowledge the state’s basic bent toward borrowing. (As writer Tom Martinson notes, to borrow is the Minnesota tradition.)

Yet many of the houses and small churches Gilbert designed have a strong regional sense—St. Clement’s Church in St. Paul with its deep roof, local brick and restrained interior ornament; the Virginia Street Church, with its fieldstone base, shingles and low tower; his own house, a blend of Queen Anne and Arts and Crafts style totally fitting Minnesota.

After the turn of the century, the houses and banks of Purcell and Elmslie expressed a regional character philosophically based in the Midwestern movement called the Prairie School. In the decade before 1917, their work was prolific, and the landscape of Minnesota towns is punctuated by the simple shapes, sheltering roofs and quietly decorative windows of their unpretentious brick, clapboard and stucco houses.

St. Paul architect Edwin Lundie worked in a different and more traditional mode, and now holds preeminent place as the shaper of a regional style. Whether based on French country manors or Scandinavian log buildings, Lun-
In search of a regional architecture

The Onstott house in rural Wisconsin, Dale Mulfinger, Mulfinger/Susanka. A contemporary version of the four-square house with a southeast entry. "We learned from the local models," says Mulfinger. The casual relationship between the house and garage seemed natural for the rural site.

Today, after years of stamped-out buildings in whatever the prevailing mode, interest in expressing regional roots is beginning to surface. This movement toward an architecture of place is tentative, to be sure. Architects here, like other artists, tend to look to the coasts for both trends and endorsement of talent. "We are the middle," noted Ed Frenette, director of design at Setter, Leach & Lindstrom, in a recent discussion on regional architecture, "and we can't get away from it."

But, as David Lanegrand, geography professor at Macalester College, noted in the same discussion, the last decade has seen the growth of the idea of a Midwestern culture. Artists in dance, music or the visual arts still go to New York, but many stay and set their roots here. The phenomenon of Garrison Keillor cannot be denied; his success depends on his regional angst.

Should there be, then, a regional architecture? Should buildings in our world of telecommunication and global perspectives express the culture of their place?

Cherry Town Hall, Cherry, David Salmela, Damberg, Scott, Peck and Booker. When designing a township hall on Minnesota's iron range, why not use available materials in a familiar way: utilitarian form, a conventional roof pitch, and windows and white trim reminiscent of Finnish precedents.

Study for St. John's University, Collegeville, Pam Harwood and Bill Tabberson, U. of M. School of Architecture. Variations on the theme of the simple house recall the modifications to familiar forms made by vernacular builders.
If architecture is to fulfill its potential for meaning, the answer is yes. "Place" in the largest sense should become a consideration along with site, budget and function or we may be strangled by our own anonymous culture.

Dale Mulfinger, an architect and professor at the School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture at the University of Minnesota, both argues for and practices a regional architectural language. "Our region has spent too much time importing architectural ideas," he says. "At the school of architecture, importation and invention have been incredibly important. But have those inventions been based on the conventions of the region? I grew up in a rural area, but was educated to deny that background. I am trying to turn that around at the school and allow the expression of a regional character."

Jeffrey Scherer of Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle agrees. "Regionalism can be liberating or a shackle. Here we've thought of it as a shackle. But for me, being regional is a matter of respecting givensthat you shouldn't try to fight. Climate is one of those givens. You shouldn't try to make a building do something that it can't. Through technology, you can do anything, but using that license does not necessarily lead to the best solution."

If respecting givens is the highest form of regionalism, what are those givens in Minnesota? Perhaps they can be reduced to climate and culture.

"Several years ago a group of architects discussed this question of Minnesota's approach to architecture," notes Dewey Thorbeck, an architect firmly rooted in the Minnesota tradition. "All agreed that one kind of architecture that has developed here and can be exported is underground architecture, but no one was much interested in that. However, we are very conservative here. Whether that is the psyche of the area or the climate is not clear."

Bill Scott notes the same phenomenon, "We don't have a particular indigenous architecture. We've taken architectural styles and adapted them to our climate and our modus operandi. It is not the style of architecture that makes for a Minnesota architecture, but the handling of it—a certain reserve."

There is a cultural attitude about not being ostentatious or frivolous that is characteristic here, agrees Richard Varda of Ellerbe Architects. "Historically, Lundie expresses the essence of that attitude. We can celebrate the utilitarian in a craftsmanlike way, but have elegance when it's needed. That's also what Rapson and the school of architecture have encouraged within the Modern tradition."

"There are traditions of craft or of using available materials," notes Scherer. "The question to ask, is how are the elements of architecture purveyed?"

They are, indeed, purveyed here with a certain reserve, a lack of pretension, a reluctance to command attention. But we need more than blandness to build a regional architecture. We need to address the sense of place in those elemental ways of more instinctive times: sensitivity to siting, openness to local materials, use but not tyranny of technology, simplicity of plan, understanding of the power of proportion, acknowledgment of the psychological as well as physical need for shelter, detail crafted to combat the cold and express the symbolic meaning of place.

In Modernism, man has proved he can manipulate nature to any end, and materials and technology to any architectural form. Now we need to abandon manipulation and return to more basic values. When architects do, a regional architecture will grow of it's own accord.

Should we have a regional architecture? As Dale Mulfinger says, "Why canoe upstream if you don't have to?"

The author acknowledges her debt to Henry Glassie, Fred W. Peterson, John Fraser Hart, Paul Clifford Larson, Katherine Cartrette, Dennis Gimnesjed, John Coughlan, Charles Nelson, Bernard Jacob and David Salmenla for their contributions to this article.
Sometimes on the edge of town, sometimes in the country, the 86 county fairgrounds of Minnesota form a ready-made collection of common buildings. Heart and soul were put into these simple structures and, though one would be hard-pressed to identify a distinct vocabulary for each county, the fairgrounds do speak with local accents. In Grand Marais on Lake Superior's north shore, it is the dialect of the Scandinavian cabin. In New Ulm, the German brogue of the stepped brick pattern. In Aitkin and Mahnomen, the flat tones of the honest farmer. All speak plainly and with a certain native wit. *Photography by David Husom.*
Built with stone

By Sister Joan Kain

Some of the world’s oldest and most beautiful stone lies under the soil of the state of Minnesota. From the limestone outcroppings visible along riverbeds in southeastern Minnesota to the dark basalt of the North Shore, these stones form a rich and varied resource for architects and builders. Often, however, they are valued more by those far away than by those in the state. That was not always the case and as these photographs show, building with native stone has helped shape the look of Minnesota architecture.

One of the oldest rocks on earth, layered gneiss was formed more than 3.5 billion years ago when granite, sediments and volcanic debris were recrystallized and hardened by further heat and pressure. The oldest forms, Morton and Montevideo gneiss, take their names from the towns where they are quarried in southwestern Minnesota and are characterized by swirled grey and terra-cotta-colored crystals.

These gneisses have formed the base courses and entries of many fine buildings in Minnesota and elsewhere. In the Northwestern Bell Telephone Building (Clarence H. Johnston, Jr., 1935) in St. Paul (bottom), Morton gneiss is used in a typical combination with Mankato-Kasota stone.

Ortonville-Odessa granitic gneiss, another “basement” rock, was formed more than 2.5 billion years ago as new rock was recycled from old. These oldest of rocks on earth have been exposed in southwestern Minnesota by recent erosive action of a glacial river. Ortonville granite is familiar to Twin Citians from its imposing presence on Long and Kees’ Minneapolis City Hall-Courthouse. Its pinkish-grey color and gritty texture are visible, below, in the Big Stone County Courthouse (Fremont D. Orff, 1901-02) in Ortonville. Camelian granite from Millbank, South Dakota is the same rock quarried elsewhere.
A hundred-million-year period of repeated mountain-building activity brought a series of molten materials from deep within the earth’s crust to form volcanic ranges in what is now east central Minnesota. The St. Cloud granites are likely the slowly-cooled crystalline roots of these lost ranges. Of many varieties and colors, they vary in the percentage of glassy quartz to feldspar and mica and in the coarseness of the crystal size.

The availability, durability and range of color of St. Cloud granites have made them a premier building material since 1868 when the first quarries opened near Sauk Rapids. They have been used often in public buildings: Sauk Rapids pink in St. Paul’s Old Federal Courts Building, now Landmark Center (Willoughby J. Edbrooke), of 1906 (bottom); St. Cloud grey in the base of the Minnesota State Capitol (Cass Gilbert, 1893-1904) and on the facade of the Federal Reserve Bank (Gunnar Birkerts and Associates, 1972). In the McColl Building (Ed. P. Bassford, 1890), now part of Galtier Plaza, pillars of St. Cloud grey granite contrast with capitals of Lake Superior sandstone (below).

In a time of tectonic tranquillity about 1.5 billion years ago, a shallow quiet ocean deposited sandstone and shale sediments on what was then the west coast of the continent and is now southwestern Minnesota. These deposits were subsequently transformed into Sioux quartzite, a hard stone which varies in color from pink to red. The pinkish color comes from the iron oxide which coats each quartz grain; the deeper reddish color from the iron oxide sometimes present in the silica that cements this durable, almost diamond-hard material. The Indians used Catlinite or Pipestone, the softer clay layer found imbedded in Sioux quartzite, for sacred peacepipes.

The stone’s warm color is shown to its fullest in the Van Dusen House (Orff and Joralemon, 1892-93) in Minneapolis (bottom). Much of Pipestone, Minnesota’s main street is built of Sioux Quartzite. No longer quarried as stone, Sioux quartzite is now used in pre-cast concrete, such as the bands on 100 South Fifth (Opus Corporation and HOK, 1985) in downtown Minneapolis (below).

About 1.1 billion years ago, the earth’s crust was torn apart and basalt lavas flowed out. A mid-oceanic trench stretched from the eastern edge of what is now Lake Superior to Kansas. This North Shore volcanic group was intruded by other igneous magmas now called the Duluth Complex for the exposures near that city. The main part of the complex consists of gabbro, a coarse-grained rock containing the dark minerals that cooled slowly within the volcanic pile.

Gabbro is seldom used as a building material, but Gooseberry Park on the North Shore has a water tower (below), steps, retaining walls, park shelters and a refectory built of this material by the W.P.A. Figier’s Brewery (Traphagen and Fitzpatrick, 1890) at Duluth forms a fortress of gabbro and sandstone on the shore of Lake Superior (bottom).
Grain by grain, sometimes slowly in fine clay and sand laminations, sometimes with the thundering turbulence of storm runoff, these sandstone and clay sediments accumulated on the edges of the shallow basin that is now Lake Superior to form Lake Superior sandstones. There is no record of life in these billion-year-old sediments, but an oxygen-rich atmosphere combined with iron minerals to coat each grain with its characteristic rusty color.

In the 1870s, '80s and '90s, Lake Superior sandstones were a desirable, available, and comparatively inexpensive source of building stone. In LeRoy S. Buffington’s Pillsbury Hall (1889) on the Minneapolis campus of the University of Minnesota (bottom), maroon Fond du Lac sandstone is mixed with beige Hinckley sandstone for an exuberant effect. The more neutral Hinckley (or Kettle River) sandstone graces a portico of the Burlington Northern building (below) in St. Paul by Charles S. Frost (1916).

Hinckley pavers, still found along old streets throughout the state, were quiet, durable, impervious to frost, and offered good traction.

The types and uses of Lake Superior sandstone were many: mixed with other stones for a decorative effect, as in Wesley Methodist Church in Minneapolis or Riley Row in St. Paul, or in stark simplicity, as in the base course of Louis Sullivan’s National Farmers Bank in Owatonna.

In the warm epicontinental seas that repeatedly advanced and retreated from the land 500 to 425 million years ago were deposited a series of sandstones (beach and near-shore deposits), shales (clay minerals deposited in quieter water off-shore), and limestones (shallow ocean carbonate deposits). Remnants of these ocean sediments, the Ordovician sandstones, dolostones and limestones can be found in northwestern Minnesota under glacial debris and in southeastern Minnesota exposed in the bluffs along the Minnesota, St. Croix, and Mississippi Rivers. Many river towns used these stones quarried close at hand for both simple and more significant buildings.

For example, Onota dolostone, a limestone hardened by the addition of magnesium, yields both Winona travertine, and Mankato-Kasota stone. Winona travertine is a grey to white dolostone with sand nodules that give it a pocked or travertine appearance. Here it is seen in the Central United Methodist Church (1904) in Winona (bottom) and Waterview Tower (Korsunsky Krank Erickson Architects, 1985) in Shakopee (below).

Mankato-Kasota stone is revealed in rock lodges along the Minnesota River and is easily accessible. The stone varies in fossil content and in color from grey to tan to pink.

It has been used extensively in Minnesota and throughout the country, from St. Joseph’s Academy (Ed. P. Bassford, 1863) in St. Paul (below) to the Art Deco Minnesota Museum of Art and Northwestern Bell Telephone Buildings in both Minneapolis and St. Paul, to, more recently, the WCCO Television Building (Hardy Holzman, Pfeiffer, 1983) in Minneapolis (bottom).
Platteville limestone is a distinctive grey to buff fossiliferous limestone with shale partings that give it a characteristic crinkled appearance. It was used in the Assumption Church and School in downtown St. Paul (Joseph Riedel, 1872) (above), the Pillsbury A Mill by LeRoy S. Buffington of 1881 (below), the Grain Belt Brewery by Wolff and Lehle (1891–92) in Minneapolis (middle), and the Burbank-Griggs House (Otis E. Wheelock, 1865) on St. Paul's Summit Avenue (bottom).

Galena limestone is the youngest formation in this series of marine sediments that lapped onto older continental crust. Early settlers in Mantorville in southeastern Minnesota quarried this grey to buff dolomitic limestone from thick exposures along the tributaries of the Zumbro River. Its pure color and smooth texture give a light beauty to E. Townsend Mix’s Dodge County Courthouse of 1865 (below and bottom).

Left in Minnesota most recently, in the last two million years, glacial materials make a charming, almost whimsical building material. Multiple ice sheets that scoured the North American continent in the recent geologic past left a legacy of 10,000 lakes and countless knobby hills of gravel.

Sand and gravel deposits located near metropolitan centers provide one component of the reinforced concrete structures now defining city skylines. Red sandstone and black volcanic boulders were brought down from the Lake Superior region; crystalline granites and buff limestones traveled from the Winnipeg area via the Red River and Minnesota River valleys to southern Minnesota. Each individual cobble is a history in itself. Together, glacial gravels form a kaleidoscope of color and geology.

Fieldstone was used in the parish church, house and tower in St. Joseph built in the 1880s, the Ivy Tower office building in downtown Minneapolis, and Bruce Goff’s Glen Harder House in Mountain Lake (1970–72). Here its delightful qualities are seen in the City Hall in Onamia near Mille Lacs.
The Versatility & Economy of Drywall

A light and airy ceiling with a background to reflect the light and shadow images was planned for this 3-story atrium. It was accomplished through the liberal use of soffits and coffers, and the creation of several planes of drywall.

Drywall was used because of its inherent economies, both in the cost of material and the speed of construction.

This was important because the project was fast track...from design to completion.

PROJECT: 8400 Tower, Bloomington
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: M.A. Morrienson Co., Golden Valley
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ANOTHER HGA PROJECT BEING KEPT
GREEN BY A TORO SPRINKLER SYSTEM

Excellence in Irrigation

MTI DISTRIBUTING CO.
Capping a new school addition  The use of stone in buildings has increased over the years since decorative elements were removed from the list of criminal acts in the late 1970s by the Post-Modernists. One of the issues brought forward by the re-instituting of ornament is the blending of new construction with old. Stone is a natural material, and as such is subject to changes due to impurities within and the ravages of the environment without. Consequently, matching new stonework with existing can often be a frustrating experience. Technology has improved upon nature by developing a material called cast stone. With better properties—such as greater strength and less porosity—cast stone can often solve matching problems in new construction that might otherwise go unresolved. The award-winning Blake School addition by Setter, Leach & Lindstrom uses this material successfully.

B.N.W.

Axonometric showing arch construction at window. Note slope of vertical pieces for water runoff.

Though the cost per lineal foot is similar to limestone, Setter, Leach & Lindstrom chose cast stone because of its greater density, compression strength and vast color possibilities. There are two ways the color can be changed: in the matrix, or bonding agent, and in the aggregate. With these two basic means, virtually any color can be created to match existing stonework. Because it is a manufactured product, cast stone also has greater flexibility in size and shape, as in the springer courses for the arched windows and the battlement pieces in the cornice of the Blake School Performing Arts Center (left).
Coming soon

Wilson/Jenkins & Assoc. Inc.
Project: 8500 Tower
Normandale Lake Office Park
Bloomington, MN

Currently under construction in Bloomington is the third phase of the Normandale Lake Office Park. The 24-story speculative office tower features a multi-story glass enclosed entrance lobby, one of the Twin Cities' first suburban skyways linking the project with the 18-story 8400 Tower, and a six-level, 1700-car parking ramp. The exterior is clad in polished French granite and reflective glass, and capped by a distinctive sloped metal roof. The project is being developed by Trammell Crow Company and construction will be completed December, 1987.
(612) 831-7246

Mulfinger & Susanka Architects, Inc.
Project: McNeil Residence
Edina, MN

Our clients had a common dilemma: they wanted to design a new home, yet couldn't find a vacant lot in the city neighborhood they wanted. Their solution was creative: they bought a lot with an existing house just for the land. Their total cost—land, house, and demolition—was competitive with the cost of new suburban lots. Their new residence—of light stucco on a dark brick base—borders into the southward-sloping site amid ancient oaks. Construction is scheduled for Spring.
(612) 379-3037

Carlisen & Frank Architects
Project: Village Townhouses in St. Anthony, Phase II
St. Anthony, MN

Construction of 23 split-entry townhouse units completes the 29-unit project in St. Anthony, MN. The six buildings that form the development use large hip roofs to harmonize with the surrounding suburban houses.

The low maintenance exterior of vinyl siding is articulated with contrasting aluminum belt and frieze hands and a custom-fabricated 10-foot diameter fiberglass arch at each paired entry. The two- and three-bedroom units have two-car garages and 12-foot high ceilings in the formal living areas. Phase II units will be ready for occupancy in January, 1987.
(612) 227-4576

Opus Corporation
Project: Compri Hotel
Eagan, MN

Finely-appointed guest rooms, a health club and full-service meeting facilities are among the amenities business travelers will enjoy at the Compri Hotel in Eagan. Opus Corporation is designing and building the 190-room hotel for Prism Hotel Development Company. The exterior design will feature a two-color brick facade with gray glass windows. Skylights will brighten the pool area and lobby. Completion is scheduled for October, 1987.
(612) 936-4444

Coming Soon announcements are placed by the firms listed. For rate information call AM at 612:338-6763
**news briefs**  
Continued from page 7

Hennepin, designed by the Jerde Partnership of California and KKE, and LaSalle Place, presented by the Ellerbe Associates.

“Skyline 1990” is presented by the Friends of the Minneapolis Public Library and the Downtown Council in cooperation with the Greater Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce and MSAIA. The free lectures will be held at noon on Tuesdays at the Minneapolis Public Library. For more information, call 372-6667.

**AM adds up the ad awards**

Seven ads from Architecture Minnesota were honored at the first annual AM Advertising Awards breakfast November 21. A three-member jury examined issues of the bi-monthly publication from November/December 1985 through September/October 1986 to discover those ads that most clearly succeeded in communicating their message.

“The most effective ads are those that catch the eye and don’t overwhelm the reader with too much technical information,” stated the jurors. Following such guidelines, the jurors selected simple ads that made strong visual statements.

Chosen as “Best of Show” were the Kohler ad from July/August 1986 and the one-third page Damon Farber ad. The jury was impressed with the visual quality of the Kohler ad. “The reader is drawn into the picture,” they commented. “The Kohler ads are clear and precise. When we look at it, we know exactly what is for sale.”

The winners chosen in seven categories are: The Kohler ad from the July/August 1986 issue as the best insert. Chosen as the best full-page color bleed was Victext from November/December 1985. For a non-bleed full-page color ad, the laurels went to W. L. Hall from September/October 1986. The Pink ad from May/June 1986 won for full-page black and white. Pink, an office furniture company, went straight for the heart with its ad. Featuring a baby in a high chair, the ad read in bold type, "Ever since you were a kid, you’ve wanted a comfortable chair.”

Winners in other categories included Witcher Construction for one-half page color; Kate-lo for one-third page color; and Damon Farber Associates for one-third page black and white.

**Cueing in on the CUE Awards**

Seven Minneapolis projects were honored at the seventeenth annual Committee on Urban Environment (CUE) Awards presentation October 15, 1986. The CUE Awards were established in 1968 by the city of Minneapolis to create aesthetic guidelines for improving and enhancing the city’s visual qualities. In selecting winners, committee members consider categories such as urban design, neighborhood homes, parks or events, streetscapes, architecture, public art and public interior spaces.

The seven winners are: Canadian Terrace, 920 East 19th St., designed by Design Collective, Minneapolis; Mill Place, 111 Third Avenue South, a renovation designed by Arvid Elness Architects, Minneapolis; Century Plaza, 1111 Third Avenue South, designed by Tyson Associates, Inc., Minneapolis; and the Meader-Famham House, Nicollet Island, designed by Dunwiddie & Associates, Minneapolis.

Also honored were the Children’s All-Star Baseball Mural Project, coordinated by Ta-coumba Aiken and Marilyn Lindstrom; Lake Harriet Bandstand, designed by Milo Thompson of
The difficult done right, on time, on budget.
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Contact: Stacie Budd, Director of Marketing (612) 870-9550

Bentz, Thompson & Reitow, Minneapolis; and the Daffodil Garden for Christine Borden Alexander, on Minnehaha Parkway, sponsored by the family of Christine Borden Alexander.

CUE also presented the Theodore Horwitz Award for Citizen Participation to Mary Jane Partyka. The Horwitz award recognizes significant citizen participation through community involvement. Partyka was chosen for her work with the St. Anthony West Neighborhood Organization and for her recent replanting of flowers and trees removed from the downtown Opus Plaza.

**Oklahoma is O.K. in China**

Oklahoma State University School of Architecture is sponsoring a study tour to China May 18 to July 31 of this year. The tour is open to students and professionals.

Based at Tianjin University, Tianjin, the program includes two three-week periods in residence studying watercolor techniques and traditional Chinese architectural theory and design. Preceding and following each period in residence, participants will travel to cultural and architectural sites, including Beijing, Chengde and Taishan Mountain.

Professionals will be able to take part in a shortened five-week program which will include tours of Beijing and the Forbidden City, the Ming Tombs, Chengde, the Great Wall, and a three-weeks residence at Tianjin University.

Approximate cost for the full program is $4,500. Students can earn up to nine hours of graduate credit through Oklahoma State University. Application deadline and the first $800 of the cost is due February 1, 1987. For more information contact Professor Alan Brunken, School of Architecture, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078, or phone (405) 624-6043.

**Edwin W. Krafft dies**

Edwin W. Krafft, who helped design the Minneapolis Public Library and the Farmers and Mechanics Savings Bank (now the Marquette Bank Minneapolis), died in November 1986 from congestive heart failure. Krafft, 85, was a past president and director of the Minneapolis chapter of the American Institute.
of Architects and was active in the national Association of Church Architects. He was also chairman of the Edina Planning Commission from 1943 to 1956.

Kraft was born in Minneapolis and earned his architecture degree from the University of Minnesota. In 1933 he and Dale McEnery formed the architecture firm McEnery, Kraft, Birch, Kilgore, Inc. Kraft’s projects included the Rufus Rand home on Lake Minnetonka, which later became Cargill’s executive offices; the First Bank Edina; the chapel of Hennepin Avenue United Methodist Church; St. Paul’s Episcopal Church; and the chapel of Plymouth Congregational Church.

Kraft had been retired since 1969.

Shutter bugs snapping at competition

The St. Louis chapter of the American Institute of Architects is sponsoring the 1987 AIA Architectural Photography competition. The competition is open to all AIA members, associate members, student members of AIAS and professional affiliate members of AIA components. Professional photographers are ineligible. Winning entries will be on display at the 1987 AIA convention in Orlando. First, second and third place winners will be published in Architecture magazine.

The subject must be architectural or represent some aspect of the man-built environment. Only 2" x 2" 35mm color slides may be entered. Submission deadline is March 31, 1987. For more information, call the St. Louis chapter of AIA at (314)621-3484, or write St. Louis Chapter AIA, 911 Washington Ave. #225, St. Louis, MO 63101-1203.

Humphrey wows ‘em

The Hubert H. Humphrey Center at the University of Minnesota was among thirteen buildings cited for outstanding educational architecture from American School & University magazine, a publication serving American educational administrators. Designed by the Leonard Parker Associates, Minneapolis, the Humphrey Institute was among 106 designs published in the annual Architectural Portfolio awards issue. The thirteen winners were selected by a five-member jury.
When you start with low-cost natural gas, it's easier to set your sights high. While most other business costs have been going up, Minnegasco's price for natural gas has actually gone down. In fact, natural gas costs less in Minnesota today than it did five years ago. And with supplies as plentiful as they are, you can count on it remaining competitive in the years ahead.

No fuel is more efficient than natural gas. It gives you the most energy for your money, which can help keep your operating costs down. And because it burns so cleanly, it's environmentally safe as well.

No matter what your energy needs, Minnegasco's Industrial/Commercial representatives will be happy to help you design an efficient, economical energy plan.

Find out how natural gas can help fuel the growth of your business. Now, and for years to come. Call us at (612) 553-7640. Or write Minnegasco Industrial/Commercial Sales, 3033 Campus Drive, Suite 145, Plymouth, MN 55441.
Multi-family projects with warmth and texture.

Consider The Timberpeg Concept... a perfected building system with time-saving technical support. An ideal approach for successful multi-family designs.

We offer a pre-engineered timber framing system with a choice of over 46 standard frame sections. Our complete exterior shell package includes siding, insulation systems and millwork, delivered to your site at a predetermined cost, when you want it.

TIMBERPEG

In Minnesota, call Ken Hoppenmuth (612) 927-0249  
Dept. Q2, Box 1500, Claremont, NH 03743  (603) 542-7762  
Dept. Q2, Box 880, Fletcher, NC 28732  (704) 221-3355  
Dept. Q2, Box 80123, Reno, NV 89570  (702) 826-4447
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ARCHITEXT DESIGN CENTERS

"...more than a kitchen store...

Much more.

- ARCHITECTURAL PLANNING
- DESIGN INTERFACING
- PROJECT MANAGEMENT
- CREATIVE THINKING
- COST EFFECTIVE RESULTS

We offer exceptional European and American architectural products and design services.

We're much more than a kitchen store.

ARCHITEXT DESIGN CENTERS

612/922-1013

Park behind J-Michael Galleries
3916 W. 50th St., Edina, MN 55424
(Turn West on 49½ & France Ave.)
We Have It!
The New Xerox 2510 Engineering Copier

- Makes sharp, black-on-white prints from bluelines, paste-ups, even rigid originals up to 1/8 inch thick.
- Copies drawings and prints full size up to 36 inches wide by any manageable length.
- Copies onto bond paper, vellum and polyester film.
- Affordably priced at just $3,695.

COPY EQUIPMENT, INC.
1000 West 79th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55420
612/884-3581
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Wood Foundations

- Permanent wood foundations
- Wood basement floors
- Earth-bermed homes
- "Total wood" earth-covered homes, Everstrong patented

Factory panelized for quality control. Woodmaster's factory and field installation crews are PFS certified for your assurance of quality. Delivery and installation available all 12 months of the year in Minnesota, Iowa and Wisconsin.

Woodmaster Foundations Inc.

P.O. Box 66 • Prescott, WI 54021
(715) 262-3655 T.C. only 339-9606

CREDITS

Project: Lake Harriet Bandshell
Location: Minneapolis
Client: Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board
Principal-in-charge: Milo Thompson
Project team: James Schnack, Jeff Swartz
Structural/electrical engineers: Bakke, Kopp, Ballou & McFarlin, Inc.
Landscape architects: Martin & Pitz Associates, Inc.
Acoustical consultants: Kirkegaard & Associates
Contractor: H.M.H. Enterprises

Project: St. Paul Winter Carnival Ice Palace
Location: St. Paul
Client: St. Paul Winter Carnival Association
Principal-in-charge: Scott R. Berry
Project manager: Scott T. Thorpe
Project designer: Karl Emranis
Project team: Michael Elavsky, John Jurwicz, Tom Martinson, Judith A. Patzke-Hoskins, Peter Albin, Vaughn DeFrang
Structural engineer: Michael Shekhnir
Contractor: Austin P. Keller Const. Co.

Project: International Market Square
Location: Minneapolis
Client: Trade Market Associates and Omni Venture, Inc.
Project team: Winsor-Faricy-Architects and Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz - Associated Architects
Mechanical/electrical engineers: Michaud Cooley Erickson & Assoc., Inc.
Structural engineers: Meyer Borgman and Johnson
Contractor: M.A. Mortenson Co.

Project: Canterbury Downs Master Plan & Backstretch
Location: Shakopee, Minnesota
Client: Minnesota Racetrack, Inc.
Principal-in-charge: Michael Niemeyer
Project designer: Loren Ahles
Project manager: Nancy Stark
Project architect: Vlad Chahovsky
Civil engineer: James Goulet
Track consultant: The Joseph H. King Company, Ltd.
Landscape architecture: Clark & Rapuano, Inc.
Electric construction: Hoffman Electric Company, NewMech Companies and Hayes Contractors
Contractor: Kraus-Anderson Construction

Project: World Theater
Location: St. Paul
Client: Minnesota Public Radio
Principal-in-charge: John R. Miller
Project manager: Linda Carr
Mechanical engineers: Erickson Ellison & Associates
Electrical/structural engineers: Bakke Kopp Ballou & McFarlin
Acoustical consultants: Kirkegaard & Associates
Contractor: Geo. W. Olson Construction Co.

Project: Purina Farms
Location: Gray Summit, Missouri
Client: Ralston Purina Company
Principals-in-charge: Duane Thorbeck for architecture; Robert M. Lambert for exhibits
Project manager: Marie Kelly
Project team: Duane Thorbeck, Robert Lambert, Mary Kelly, Kate Schneider, Jens Beck, Paul Emmons
Mechanical/electrical engineers: Central Engineering/ Ralston Purina Co.
Structural engineers: Bakke Kopp Ballou & McFarlin/ Central Engineering/ Ralston Purina Co.

Project: Our Lady of Grace
Location: Edina, Minnesota
Client: Our Lady of Grace Catholic Church
Principal-in-charge: Curtis H. Green
Project design team: Theodore R. Butler, John Justus, Thomas Johnson
Liturgical furnishings design: Theodore R. Butler
Acoustical consultant: Kirkegaard & Assoc.
Contractor: James Steele Construction

Project: St. Elizabeth Seton Community Facilities
Location: Carmel, Indiana
Client: St. Elizabeth Seton Parish
Principal-in-charge: George E. Rafferty
Project manager: Richard J. Rafferty
Associated architect: Raymond Schultz, Indianapolis, Ind.
Project designer: Craig E. Rafferty, George E. Rafferty
Project team: Lee Tollefson, Frank Mikutowski, Angela DeLong Gatzlaff, Craig Rooney, Gary Hay, Albert Lindke, Tom Lillyman, Earl Lindstrom, Terry Whitehill, Rob Rafferty, Gary Lukaszewski
Design and liturgical consultant: Frank Kacmarcik
Mechanical/electrical engineers: Lundquist Wilmar Schultz & Martin, Inc.
Structural engineers: Bakke Kopp Ballou & McFarlin
Landscape architect: Claire Bennett, Indianapolis, Ind.
Acoustical consultant: lan Morton - Acoustic Predictions
Contractor: Geupel DeMars Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Project: Harriet Square
Location: Minneapolis
Client: Brighton Development Corporation
Principal-in-charge: Paul M. Madson
Project architect & designer: Paul M. Madson
Mechanical/electrical engineers: TAC Engineering
Structural engineers: Mattson-MacDonald
Landscape architect: Daron Farber & Associates

Project: Perform Arts Center, Blake Schools
Location: Hopkins, MN
Client: The Blake Schools
Principal-in-charge: A. J. Wilwerding
Project manager: Tom Olesak
Director of design: Ed Frenette
Project architects & designers: Dan Kallenbach, Jeff Carlstrom
Project team: Philip Olander, Curt Nordahl, Tom Olesak
Mechanical engineer: Jerome Speltz
Electrical engineer: Byron Byraiah
Structural engineer: John Robertson
Interior design: Helen Johnson Interiors
Acoustical consultant: Jameson & Associates
Contractor: M.A. Mortenson

Photocredits: Built with Stone, pp. 52-55
In order from left to right and top to bottom:
"We wanted a first class office building—one that would have eye-catching appeal as well as extremely good energy efficiency. Robertson Formawall panels gave us just that."

—Fred Chute, Owner

Erected on a fast track during the deep of a Minnesota winter this easily-installed, energy efficient Robertson "one call wall" metal curtain wall system allowed the architect to maintain his construction schedule. Valley Building Products Co., sales representatives and qualified service dealer for Robertson curtain wall systems, has been working with architects, contractors and developers for twenty years to accomplish their client's budget, design and scheduling goals. Valley's one call wall concept offers you a combination of great design flexibility and outstanding performance for your next building. We'll accept single source responsibility for the engineering and installation of all components of your curtain wall system—Formawall metal panels, Formavue windows and glass, even back-up framing system. And we'll do it on time, and on budget.

For more information concerning fast track walls, write Wayne Rpienski or Jack Romsaas at Valley Building Products, 2813 Bryant Avenue South, Suite 101, Minneapolis, MN 55408. Or call (612) 872-4208.
Linen, wool, grasscloth or vinyl; whether you need a sample or a hundred yards, chances are at Fred G. Andersons it's in stock. The FGA contract division is backed up by the largest inventory of commercial wallcovering in the mid-continental United States. Our contract showroom, where sampling of our complete line is available, provides a professional and comfortable atmosphere in which you may make your wallcovering selections. You can depend on FGA for all your wallcovering needs.